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EXPERIENCED.

Renowned investment consultant and

WHY DO INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

author Charles D. Ellis, CFA, published

OFTEN FAIL TO MEET THEIR STATED

an article in the Financial Analyst Journal

BENCHMARK RETURNS?

in the summer of 2012. Reminiscent of
Agatha Christie’s novel Murder on the

Persistently disappointing returns are often

Orient Express, Ellis investigates who is

the result of ineffective board structures and

responsible for the underperformance of

misguided investor behavior. While these can

many institutional portfolios. He reviews
the suspects — investment managers, fund
executives, investment consultants, and
investment committees — and concludes
(as Hercule Poirot did in the novel) that

be considered distinct concerns, they are also
interrelated. An ineffective board structure
can lead to misguided behaviors. Likewise,
misguided behaviors can lead to ineffective
structures and processes.

all the suspects were guilty.
The structural and behavioral hurdles many
institutional investors encounter include:
1.

~ The same reality may explain the
persistent failure of institutional

committee processes
2.

investors to achieve their ubiquitous
but evanescent investment goal

Absence of effective board and

Inadequate investment committee
governance

3.

Insufficient consideration of agency costs

4.

Lack of patience and discipline

5.

Misguided investment focus

of superior results or ‘beat the
market performance.’ The results are
persistently disappointing.

~

Charles D. Ellis, “Murder on the Orient Express:
The Mystery of Underperformance,”
Financial Analyst Journal, July/August 2012
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This series examines how certain behaviors restrain long-term performance, while also offering
suggestions on where structures and processes can be improved. Recognizing how board
structures and investor behaviors impact performance is key to implementing an effective
investment strategy.

LACK OF PATIENCE AND DISCIPLINE
For many investors, the primary determinant of returns is not the asset allocation they target or
the managers they select, but rather, how their behavior influences their portfolios, especially
when markets are not performing as expected. Much of this is due to human nature. Humans are
not wired for discipline. Our ancestors did not have time to evaluate dangerous situations and
determine the best course for long-term success. When danger appeared, they fled. Research
has shown that financial losses are processed in the same part of the brain as mortal danger1.
Consequently, when portfolios experience large losses (or underperformance), the first instinct of
many is to flee the investment.
The fourth installment in the series examines the critical steps investors should take in:

Recognizing instances where investors lack patience and allow short-term thinking
to overwhelm a commitment to a long-term strategy
Understanding how a lack of discipline can be detrimental to
long-term success
Implementing processes to ensure a patient and disciplined approach
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Recognizing Lack of Patience

~

One of the greatest attributes of
all great investors is their ability to
remain patient and disciplined when
the majority of the investors lack
both of those qualities. ~
Jeremy Grantham
Co-founder and Chief Investment Strategist

Investors who focus on the short-term
and are unable to maintain a patient,
disciplined approach generally behave
in the following ways:

•

Panic and sell after a
market correction

•

Terminate strategies that are not
working in the short-term

GMO

•

Fight the last battle — prepare for
events that just happened

•

Terminate underperforming managers
(and usually hire managers with
spectacular short-term performance)
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PANIC AND SELL AFTER A MARKET CORRECTION
An investor’s natural inclination is to safeguard capital. Therefore, during market corrections, investors
often believe fleeing markets is warranted. By selling risky assets and moving to safe cash investments,
investors are protected from further market losses. The problem with this approach is timing. Investors
rarely sell right before the correction, usually during or after, thereby locking in losses. Few sell right
before larger losses and re-enter the market right before it rebounds. Most wait until the market
recovers before reinvesting. Consistently predicting when markets will turn is highly improbable, and
trying to protect assets by employing this approach is usually detrimental.
Investors, especially those investing in risky assets like stocks, must understand corrections occur. If
an investor cannot endure a 10% stock market correction or maintain discipline during the correction,
the investor probably should not have exposure to stocks in the first place. This may be an issue of risk
capacity and time horizon. Assets needed in a few years should not be invested in the stock market
because of the inherent short-term risk. Or it could be an issue of an unwillingness to accept risk. If an
investor will panic after a market downturn, the investment may not be suitable.
The following chart (Figure 1) details the largest decline each year (orange dots) and the annual
return (blue bars) for that year. The average decline was 13.6%, and over half of the years
experienced at least a 10% drawdown. Nevertheless, the S&P 500 Index realized positive returns in
55 of the 68 years, or 81% of the time.
FIGURE 1
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Since 1950, the S&P 500 Index corrected (greater than 10% loss) 21 times, or once every three years
(Figure 2). Nine times the S&P 500 fell over 20%, or roughly once every six years. And three times
(1973-1974; 2000-2002; 2007-2009) the index fell approximately 50%. Therefore, investors need to be
prepared for market declines. The good news is markets tend to rebound, usually within one to two
years. Thus, patient, long-term investors fare better by remaining invested and not seeking to time the
markets by selling during market corrections.
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TERMINATE UNDERACHIEVING STRATEGIES
Similar to the instinct to flee the market during corrections, many investors are not patient
with underperforming strategies and seek to escape these as well. These strategies may be
realizing positive returns, but not keeping pace with other investments. Examples include fleeing
international stocks during strong U.S. stock performance, value stocks during growth stocks rallies
(e.g., the dot.com boom), and bonds during equity bull markets.
Often the underperforming strategies were initially employed to provide diversification. Intelligent
investors understand that when diversifying a portfolio, some assets will perform better than
others. Diversification works only if the investor is committed to maintaining a diversified portfolio
and not abandoning assets that perform poorly. Often the underperforming asset has become
less expensive and the outperforming asset has become more expensive. Investors who sell the
underperformers and buy more of the outperformers are selling low and buying high. Patient
and disciplined investors will do the opposite and sell what has performed well and buy what
has performed poorly, realizing the benefits of reversion to the mean. This is especially true for
investors who employ a disciplined rebalancing process.

FIGURE 3

S&P 500 VS. MSCI EAFE ROLLING 5-YEAR RETURNS
1969-2017
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Consider an investor who diversifies the

In other cases, an investment strategy may be

large cap equity exposure between U.S. (S&P

employed to provide a hedge. For example,

500 Index) and international developed

bonds can serve as a hedge to mitigate risks

market (MSCI EAFE Index) stocks. Many

from stock market declines. Other strategies

advisors recommend that long-term investors

seek to provide low correlations to traditional

hold a sizeable percent of the portfolio

markets or hedge against certain risks (e.g.,

in international stocks for diversification,

commodities for rising inflation). Before

while recognizing that international stocks

investing in these types of strategies, investors

will underperform U.S. stocks over certain

must understand that these hedges will

periods, sometimes for several years. During

occasionally perform poorly, especially when

these periods, U.S. investors may question

those assets being hedged are rallying. During

why they hold foreign stocks. To realize the

equity bull markets, bonds often provide

diversification benefits, however, investors

measly returns compared to stocks. When

must understand that U.S. and international

inflation is low and future inflation is expected

stock returns are cyclical and not abandon one

to be low, commodities often produce poor

asset when it is underperforming (Figure 3).

returns. For these hedges to provide a benefit,
however, the assets they are hedging against

During the late 1980s, international stocks

usually need to experience market declines.

outperformed U.S. stocks by over 200
percentage points on a rolling 5-year basis. For

Some investors seek to invest in strategies

most of the 1990s, U.S. stocks outperformed

designed to outperform the market over time.

and many investors questioned why they

Although there may be diversification benefits

needed to continue holding international

to these strategies, their primary attraction

stocks. Those who became frustrated by

is outperformance. To analyze the benefits

the underperformance and lowered their

of a patient approach that seeks long-term

allocations to international stocks did not

outperformance, consider an investor who

benefit when international stocks outperformed

overweighted certain factors that historically

during the 2000s. More recently, U.S. stocks

outperformed the market. Four common

outperformed and investors are again

factors are:

questioning why they hold international stocks.
Although the future is unknowable, investors
who abandon international stocks today
may experience similar opportunity losses as
investors who did not maintain discipline in the

1.

Profitability

2. Size
3. Value
4. Momentum

early 2000s.
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If the investor sought exposure to these factors in 1963, the annualized performance through 2016
vs. the U.S. stock market (as measured by the CRSP 1-10 Index) would have been (Figure 4):
FIGURE 4

U.S. STOCK MARKET FACTOR ANNUALIZED RETURNS
1963-2017
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11.6%
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10.2%
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Market: CRSP 1-10 Index Profitability: Fama/French Profitability Index (Top Quintile) Small Cap: CRSP 6-10 Index
Value: Fama /French U.S. Value Research Index
Momentum: Fama/French Momentum (Top 30%)

Clearly, exposure to these factors added significant outperformance versus the market. $1 invested in
the market would have grown to $192.53 by the end of 2017. Had the $1 been invested in the various
factors, the ending value would have been (Figure 5):

FIGURE 5

Factor

Ending Value

Market		

$192.53

Profitability		

$367.01

Small Cap		

$552.09

Value		

$1,030.52

Momentum		

$1,320.44

To realize this significant outperformance, however, investors would have to have been patient, as
there were several periods when these factors underperformed (Figure 6 and Figure 7).
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FIGURE 6

PERCENT OF OVERLAPPING PERIODS WHEN FACTOR OUTPERFORMED
1963-2017 (BASED ON MONTHLY RETURNS)
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FIGURE 7

LONGEST PERIODS OF UNDERPERFORMANCE (IN MONTHS)
MARKET
<CASH
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20

Rolling 10 Years

36

40
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39

4

Rolling 20 Years

0

0

69

0

0

For example, over 43 consecutive months from June 2010 through December 2013, value stocks
underperformed the overall market on a rolling 5-year basis. Many investors consider five years
sufficient to determine if a strategy is working. Imagine realizing underperformance (over rolling
5-year periods) for almost four years. An investment committee that met quarterly would have
discussed this underperformance for 10 consecutive meetings. How many committee members
would have lost patience after only four or five meetings? Investors who want to realize the
substantial benefits to these types of strategic tilts must be able to maintain discipline during
difficult performance environments.
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FIGHT THE LAST BATTLE
After a tough market environment, investors

Or they observe that certain assets

often reflect on how they could have invested

performed spectacularly and seek to gain

differently to prevent some of the losses.

exposure to these assets while they are

Examples include:

rallying. Examples include:

•

•

Investing in hedge funds, which performed
well in the 2000-2003 market correction,

1990s, only to experience huge losses in

only to see hedge funds perform poorly

2000 and 2001

over the ensuing decade

•

Buying dot.com companies in the late

•

Buying commodities in the mid-2000s after

Purchasing tail-risk insurance (often

observing the significant gains (145%) from

utilizing derivative securities), which

2002-2007, spurred in part by rising energy

would have limited losses during the Great

prices, only to see negative returns (-36%)

Recession of 2008-2009, only to see

in 2008 and losses totaling over 50% from

the stock market rally and any insurance

2011-2015 (as measured by Bloomberg

become useless

Commodity Total Return Index)

Sometimes, investors seek to protect their portfolios from devastating losses; other times they
simply chase performance. Either way, they are allowing recent returns to disrupt a disciplined
long-term process.
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TERMINATE UNDERPERFORMING MANAGERS
Another common investment mistake of focusing on short-term performance and lacking
patience is the all too predictable termination of managers after a few years of underperformance.
Investment committees review quarterly performance reports, and many terminate managers
who underperform for several quarters in a row. Most investors attest to being long-term oriented
and understand manager performance is cyclical. Nevertheless, these same investors continue
to participate in performance chasing. Amit Goyal and Sunil Wahal examined the selection and
termination of investment managers for 3,400 institutional investors over a period from 1994 to
2003. Their findings2:
Plan sponsors hire investment managers after large positive excess returns but this
return-chasing behavior does not deliver positive excess returns thereafter. Investment
managers are terminated for a variety of reasons, including but not limited to
underperformance. Excess returns after terminations are typically indistinguishable from
zero but in some cases positive. In a sample of round-trip firing and hiring decisions,
we find that if plan sponsors had stayed with fired investment managers, their excess
returns would be no different from those delivered by newly hired managers.

Yet when investors conduct manager searches, performance is often a key criterion in the selection
process. Once the manager is hired, performance becomes a key criterion in whether the manager
is retained or terminated. This occurs despite research that indicates past performance is not
persistent. For example, Morningstar3 conducted a study that found:

•

Over the long term, there is no meaningful relationship between past and future fund performance.

•

In most cases, the odds of picking a future long-term winner from the best-performing quintile in
each category aren’t materially different than selecting from the bottom quintile.

•

Overall, the results strongly indicate that long-term investors should not select funds based on
past performance alone.

Nevertheless, investors continue to hire recent outperformers and terminate recent
underperformers. An illustration of this is asset flows into and out of mutual funds. According to
research by Christopher Blake and Matthew Morey4, 97% of mutual fund inflows were to 4- and
5-star funds as ranked by Morningstar (essentially the recent outperformers). Even 3-star ranked
funds (recent average performers) experienced outflows.
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Ironically, investors usually cannot

or between -5 and +7 percentage points of the

determine whether the outperformance or

benchmark return. Index funds have tracking

underperformance is a result of skill (or lack

errors close to 0%, and active managers

thereof) or just luck (Figure 8). Suppose

generally have tracking errors between 4%

we knew for certain that a manager will

and 14%5. Based on statistical analysis, we

outperform the market by an annualized 1

would need a sample size of 138 years of

percentage point over the long-term (easily a

performance to be 95% confident that the

top decile performer) with a tracking error of

manager’s excess return is due to skill and

6%. Tracking error is a measure of how closely

the excess return is not significantly different

the manager will track the benchmark. In this

than 0%. Not many managers have track

case, approximately two-thirds of the time

records that go back to the Rutherford B.

the manager will return between -6 and +6

Hayes administration. Thousands have five or

percentage points of the benchmark return

10 years of performance data, but rarely is this

plus the 1 percentage point outperformance,

long enough to identify skill from luck.
FIGURE 8

SAMPLE SIZE (YEARS) NEEDED TO STATISTICALLY DEMONSTRATE SKILL
(95% CONFIDENT THAT EXCESS RETURN IS GREATER THAN 0%)

TRACKING ERROR
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12

8
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246
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10

9%
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19

12

10%

384

96

43

24
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Thus, despite numerous research studies indicating a lack of persistency in manager performance,
many investors continue to rely on past performance, usually short-term, for manager selection
and termination.
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Issues with Disrupting Long-Term Plans

~ It is an axiom proven countless
times that a series of short-term

Focusing on the short-term and not adhering
to a long-term disciplined approach can be
detrimental to investors by:

tactics, no matter how brilliant,
will never add up to a successful,
long-term strategy.

~

– Peter Drucker

•

Lowering long-term performance

•

Minimizing the benefits of diversification

•

Increasing costs
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LOWER PERFORMANCE
Consider the following scenarios:

•

SCENARIO 1:

•

SCENARIO 3:

An investor flees the stock market out of
concern of impending losses and invests the
proceeds in cash.

An investor, fighting the last battle and
seeking to prevent a reoccurrence of
a recent loss due to a stock market
correction, reduces exposure to stocks
and adds new strategies (e.g., tail-risk

Unless the investor can accurately time the

hedging strategies, long/short hedge funds,

exit and entry points, the most likely scenario

managed futures) that performed well

is lower returns than remaining fully invested.

during the market downturn.

SCENARIO 2:

The reason these strategies performed well

•

An investor terminates a strategy (or

is they were designed to provide protection

manager) that has not performed as

against stock market losses. Unfortunately,

expected over the short-term and moves to a

they often perform poorly during stock market

strategy (or manager) that has demonstrated

rallies. Thus, investors who add these strategies

superior short-term performance.

after a stock market collapse are usually
disappointed, as the market rebounds and the

Unless the underperforming strategy (or

hedging strategies do not provide the same

manager) never rebounds, which is improbable,

benefits they did during the market correction.

and the newly added strategy (or manager)

This is akin to buying homeowner’s insurance

never falters, also improbable, the investor

after a fire. Although there would have been

likely will not benefit from the reversion to the

a substantial benefit if the insurance was

mean. But we know from history, investment

purchased before the fire, there is simply a cost

strategies and managers do not persistently

with no benefit after the fire. Likewise, investing

outperform or underperform. Investors who do

in strategies designed to protect from market

not recognize the cyclicality of the markets and

losses after the market corrects usually results

terminate recent underperforming strategies

in high costs and few to no benefits.

(or managers) and reinvest with recent
outperforming strategies (or managers) are

History shows the odds are on the side of

essentially buying high and selling low, which

patient, long-term investors. They recoup the

over time usually leads to lower performance

losses from market drops (which may take a

than maintaining a disciplined approach.

few years in extreme cases) and do not allow
behavioral inclinations, which often lead to
inappropriate decisions, to inhibit their ability
to realize gains after market rebounds.
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MINIMIZE BENEFITS OF DIVERSIFICATION

the investor terminates the entire emerging

Consider the following scenarios again:

markets equity allocation and moves the
proceeds to a U.S. large cap mandate, which

SCENARIO 1:

experienced recent strong performance. Not

•

An investor flees the stock market out of

only does the portfolio abandon a large part of

concern of impending losses and invests the

the world equity market, but also it significantly

proceeds in cash.

changes the portfolio’s equity exposures. The
ratio of U.S. stocks to international stocks,

In this example, suppose the target asset
allocation is 42% U.S. stocks, 28% international
stocks, and 30% bonds. The investor is
concerned about recent losses in overseas
markets and sells half of the international
stock portfolio, or 14% of the total portfolio,
and moves to cash. By selling a portion of
the international stock allocation and moving
to cash, the portfolio’s expected return and
risk posture changes considerably. The stock

which was 3:2, is now almost 3:1. The percent
of the U.S. equity portfolio allocated to small
cap that was approximately 24% is now
only 19%. Thus, the diversification benefits
and targeted equity allocations changed
significantly. The target allocations were likely
established after careful analysis to provide
expected diversification benefits. Due to the
change in allocations, those diversification
benefits have been diminished.

allocation is now 56% (instead of 70%) with
44% in bonds and cash. Further, the ratio of

Investors who lose sight of long-term goals

U.S. stocks to international stocks, which was

and allow short-term market movements

3:2, is now 3:1. Thus, not only is the equity

to influence their portfolio allocations must

allocation lower, but also the diversification

understand these changes can significantly

benefits of U.S. and international within the

affect the intended diversification benefits.

equity portfolio are diminished.

This is especially true when reducing exposure

SCENARIO 2:

•

An investor terminates a strategy (or
manager) that has not performed as
expected over the short-term and moves to a
strategy (or manager) that has demonstrated
superior short-term performance.

to assets designed to hedge portions of the
portfolio. For example, reducing bond exposure
after modest returns during equity bull markets
places the portfolio at greater risk of loss
when the stock market corrects. Reducing
international equity exposure because the U.S.
stock market recently outperformed diminishes

In this example, suppose the target allocation

the benefits of diversifying the stock portfolio

is 32% U.S. large cap stocks, 10% U.S. small cap

globally. The benefits of diversification require

stocks, 18% international developed market

patience and can be realized only if the investor

stocks, 10% emerging markets stocks, and

does not abandon the diversifying assets

30% bonds. Due to recent poor performance,

because of recent poor performance.
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INCREASE COSTS
Anytime securities are sold and purchased, transaction costs are incurred. These costs include
brokerage commissions, bid/ask spreads, market impact, and the opportunity cost associated with
waiting to trade. Whether securities are sold and invested in cash, managers are terminated and
new managers hired, or portfolio allocations are adjusted, the investor will incur trading costs.
Therefore, trading costs must be considered before reallocations. Brokerage commissions have
fallen over the decades and typically are less than a few basis points for most stock trades.
Depending on the country, market capitalization, price level, liquidity, and trading volume, bid/
ask spreads and market impact can be modest to quite significant. For example, bid/ask spreads
can run over 100 basis points for less liquid securities to only a few basis points for more liquid
securities. Market impact and opportunity costs are not easy to calculate and not known in
advance, but can be as costly as bid/ask spreads. The overall trading costs for a roundtrip stock
transaction can average several basis points for the most liquid, large cap stocks to hundreds of
basis points for the most illiquid, small cap names.
Sometimes the trading costs are worth the portfolio change. If the new manager outperforms by
more than the costs to reallocate the portfolio, the change was worthwhile. Nevertheless, investors
must understand trading securities incurs transaction costs, and these must be factored into any
decision to adjust portfolio allocations.
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Implementing Processes to Ensure Success

Maintaining discipline during market corrections, retaining underperforming strategies and
managers, and avoiding portfolio changes during difficult market environments are all challenging.
Human tendency is to react to events. If we do not act, we appear complacent.
The investing world is different. Unlike other disciplines, short-term success does not predict longterm success. Investors must be willing to accept uncertainty to succeed. They must be willing
to maintain conviction in their investment approach through difficult times and understand the
markets will reward their discipline. A dispassionate approach, rather than allowing emotions to
disrupt the long-term plan, is the better path to success.
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DESIGN AN EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT
PROCESS
As discussed in part 1 of this series,

~ Successful investors tend to
be unemotional.

Establishing Effective Board and Committee
Processes, boards and investment committees

~

– Seth Klarman, CEO
Baupost Group

are well served by adopting proven practices
in the design and implementation of an
investment strategy. First, investors must
devote sufficient time to formulating an
investment philosophy to guide their strategy
discussions. Adopting an evidence-based

To maintain a disciplined, long-term approach,
investors should:

investment strategy is an essential step.
Second, investors should adopt an investment
policy statement (IPS) to document their

•

Design an effective investment process

investment strategy and adhere to its

•

Establish effective oversight structures and

provisions. Finally, investment committee

accountability

meetings must focus on ensuring the

•

Recognize how agency costs cause a focus
on short-term results

•

Understand market history and investor
behaviors

•

investment philosophy and approach are being
executed properly. By designing effective
processes, investors are less likely to resort to
an ad-hoc approach influenced by compelling
narratives. Rather, they are more likely to

Maintain portfolio discipline through all

maintain discipline and adhere to the long-

market environments

term investment plan.
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ESTABLISH EFFECTIVE OVERSIGHT

UNDERSTAND MARKET HISTORY AND

STRUCTURES AND ACCOUNTABILITY

INVESTOR BEHAVIORS

To realize success, boards and investment

Encouraging investment committee members

committees must focus their attention on

to develop a fundamental understanding

governance and the appropriate oversight

of the markets and recognizing how some

structures. As discussed in part 2 of this series,

investor behaviors are unproductive should

Best Practices for Investment Committee

lessen the occurrence of abandoning long-

Governance, establishing effective oversight

term successful strategies during tough

structures helps to ensure accountability for

performance environments. By understanding

long-term performance, avoid implementation

the cyclicality of markets and the frequency

shortfalls, and remove many of the barriers

and magnitude of strategy and manager

that boards and committees face in seeking to

underperformance, investment committees

achieve their investment objectives.

are more likely to maintain discipline through
difficult market environments. Likewise,

RECOGNIZE AGENCY COSTS
A lack of patience can occur at the investor
level or with investment advisors. Unrealistic

investors who recognize irrational investor
behaviors are more likely to avoid common
investing mistakes.

performance pressures often lead advisors

Moreover, with a good understanding of

to adopt irrational short-term orientations.

market fundamentals and investor behaviors,

As discussed in part 3 of this series,

investment committees will be better prepared

Understanding Agency Costs & Minimizing

to institute effective governance processes.

Conflicts of Interest, investment advisors have

See Understanding Agency Costs & Minimizing

an incentive to minimize poor short-term

Conflicts of Interest - Understanding Markets,

performance, even if this detracts from long-

Behaviors, and Institution Effective Governance

term performance. Therefore, investors must

Practices for a more thorough review.

recognize how agency costs and other typical
investment behaviors can lead to inappropriate
decisions and be better prepared to adopt
policies and governance structures designed
to mitigate these unproductive behaviors.
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MAINTAIN PORTFOLIO DISCIPLINE

As the number of portfolio decisions increases,

THROUGH ALL MARKET ENVIRONMENTS

the probability for success typically decreases.
For instance, investors deciding to sell stocks

When markets are falling, investors often

during a period of market turbulence have

are inclined to reduce market exposure.

a 50% chance of being right; their portfolio

When significant events occur, or are likely

values will either rise or fall. Afterwards,

to occur, investors often seek to adjust

investors must decide when to re-enter the

their portfolios to exploit or protect against

market. That’s another decision with a 50%

possible outcomes. Some investors believe

chance of being right. Across those two

they can improve their returns by tweaking

decisions, the odds of success drop to 25%

their portfolios based on current valuations

(50% x 50%). Clearly, these are not good odds,

or market conditions. Thus, the investor

especially when compared to the likelihood

is abandoning the long-term strategy and

of success for investors who do not panic or

attempting to time the market or tactically

make reactive decisions.

allocate to other assets in the hope of
minimizing losses or invest in strategies
expected to outperform.
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Furthermore, from a behavioral standpoint,

As the number of attempts to time markets

deciding when to re-invest in the market is

increases, the probability of being correct

challenging. For investors who want more

decreases. As such, investors should maintain

clarity before re-entering the market, consider

their target portfolio allocations during all

the three possibilities:

market conditions. To maintain the target
allocation, investors must adopt a disciplined

1. Market declines further (but investors

rebalancing strategy and faithfully adhere to

frightened by the first move down are

it. This removes emotion and potential second

unlikely to reinvest after larger losses)

guessing that is likely to occur in difficult

2. Market rebounds (and the investor missed

market environments.

out on the gains by being out of the market)
3. Market moves sideways (the investor neither
gains nor loses, but still has a difficult
decision of when to re-enter the market)
In all three scenarios, the market timing
investor is unlikely to benefit from being out of
the market, even for a short period of time.
This simple example is illustrative of a decision
to stay invested or move to cash. A more
complex example is tactically allocating
between various asset classes. Successfully
allocating between asset classes requires
being correct numerous times (not just twice,
as in the example above).
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SUMMARY

Investors often focus on the markets and performance results instead of on longterm goals and a disciplined approach to achieving those goals. This leads to shortsightedness. Investors panic over recent market corrections and abandon their longterm plans. They terminate a strategy or manager that recently struggled, only to
replace the strategy or manager with a recent superior performer. After experiencing
considerable losses, they invest in strategies that would have mitigated those losses,
only to see their initial investment rebound and the risk-mitigation strategies perform
poorly. Some investors will constantly change strategies, seeking to find what will work
best over the next few years. Evidence shows that successfully predicting how events
will unfold, or how the markets will react to these events, is difficult.
By abandoning a long-term disciplined approach, investors are at risk of realizing
lower returns, diminishing the desired benefits of diversification, and increasing costs.
Losing money is scary. Maintaining discipline during difficult market environments
is not easy. It requires designing effective governance structures, recognizing how
certain investor behaviors are unproductive, and developing a fundamental knowledge
of market history. Understanding that corrections are normal occurrences, are hard to
predict, and usually do not last long, can neutralize the tendency to allow emotions to
overwhelm adherence to long-term processes.

~ Having, and sticking to, a true long

term perspective is the closest you
can come to possessing an investing
super power. ~
– Clifford Asness
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BACKGROUND ON SERIES

After serving as Managing Principal/Chief Investment Officer of a well-regarded investment
consulting firm for 22 years, I have had time to reflect on the institutional investing industry and
why investors frequently fall short of their benchmark returns. My conclusion is that persistently
disappointing returns are due to the structure of boards and the behavior of investors.
Most of my clients were mid-sized endowments and foundations, typically between $50 million
to $1 billion in assets. Moreover, I currently serve as investment committee chair for a $2 billion
public retirement system with no investment staff, and as board chair of a $7 million educational
foundation. Therefore, my observations relate to institutional investors that rely heavily on
volunteer boards and investment committees and not to large institutions with dedicated
investment offices.
I believe the vast majority of people involved in the management of institutional portfolios
genuinely desire to do what is right. The obstacles to success are not due to a lack of sincerity or
overt self-interest from the participants, but rather, due to a lack of understanding of how board
structures and human behaviors negatively influence portfolios. Although I became increasingly
aware of these issues during my years as a consultant and sought to address many of them, I
likely contributed to others.
Now, though, I have the luxury of stepping back, learning from my experiences, and considering
how the industry can improve. Many investors will agree with my thoughts and conclusions, but
will be reticent to express these views publicly for fear of offending their clients or colleagues. My
hope, however, is investors will recognize how certain behaviors restrain long-term performance
and honestly assess where their structures and processes can be improved.
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investment strategy and provides ongoing portfolio implementation and
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Managing Principal and Chief Investment Officer at Fund Evaluation Group.
A member of the CFA Society of Cincinnati, Chris holds the Chartered Financial
Analyst designation. He received his MBA in Finance from The Ohio State
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University and earned a B.S. degree in Statistics and Economics from the
University of Akron. Prior to graduate school, Chris worked in the trust
department of Fifth Third Bank.
Chris currently serves as the Investment Committee Chair for the Cincinnati
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Directors for the Lambda Chi Alpha Educational Foundation (previously served as
investment committee chairman), and as a member of the Finance Council at
St. Antoninus Church.
He previously served as President of the Board of Trustees for the Cincinnati Reds
Hall of Fame and Museum, on the Finance Advisory Board for the University of
Cincinnati MSBA program, on the board of the Madcap Productions Puppet
Theatre, and as Chair of the Parish Council for St. Antoninus Church.
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